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The website contains links to the templates discussed in this book (bk6pv.dotx, bp6pvex.dotx, the .dot versions of those templates, and the bk6lb.ott template for LibreOffice) and to web resources mentioned in the book. It also links to a page providing basic information for associations that might wish to engage me for a speech or workshop on micropublishing.

The website may be enriched (either before or after this book appears in print) with additional templates, links, and resources, such as free or very inexpensive ways to convert Microsoft Word-formatted books to EPUB and Kindle formats (if I discover and test such ways) and other useful resources for micropublishers.

My personal website, waltcrawford.name, will also have a link to *Librarian’s Guide to Micropublishing Notes and Links*. You may also find occasional items related to micropublishing in my blog (*Walt at Random*, walt.lishost.org) or my ejournal (*Cites & Insights*, citesandinsights.info).